
Scenario 6 - Soviet playsheet 
Operative area 

 
 



Battle area 

 



Setup area 
 

 
 
Units set up in the areas indicated on the map 
 
 
Special events 
Each game turn has a special code word associated with it. At the beginning 
of each turn say the code word to your opponent, and act according to the 
instructions or information related to the code word you are given. 
 
Turn Time Codeword 
1 09:30 Mazeppa 
2 09:45 Vakula 
3 10:00 Onegin 
4 10:15 Vojevoda 
5 10:30 Manfred 
6 10:45 Dumka 
7 11:00 Jolanta 
8 11:15 Fatum 
10 11:30 Zerevizki 
11 11:45 Buran 
12 12:00 Undina 
 



German decode list 
Achilleus Soviet spearheads moving West on P15 highway 
Alberich Russian motorcycle scouts spotted advancing from the 

North on the Western side of the A1 woods. 
Freya (Speak out loud) Reinforcement group "Svetovid" enters 

this turn at location "C" 
Fricka Defenders report conducting a fighting withdrawal from 

Monkovo area towards Zapolye. 
Friedrich SS counterattack reaching outskirts of Bagrinovo with 

heavy losses 
Gottdämmerung Counterattack on M1 highway destroying the Soviet 

spearheads 
Holländer Soviet forces blocking the supply road to West 4 km to 

East of Zapolye 
Isolde Large soviet formations advancing on the railroad from 

M1 highway towards Kozlovo 
Kapitulation Soviet forces capture railroad bridge 2 km South of 

Prikhaby, 15 km West of battle area 
Leubald SS counterattack breaks exhausted Russian assault 

battalions near Bagrinovo 
Lohengrin Additional artillery: 2 105 mm assets on existing target 

points, available immediately 
Niebelung Defences around Monkovo pounded by heavy artillery 

concentrations. Lines crumbling. 
Parsifal German defences in the North West crumbling, all 

cohesion lost 
Rheingold Large soviet formations advancing from the North 

towards the battle area on the West side of the A1 
woods 

Rienzi (Speak out loud) Reinforcement group "Belobog" enters 
this turn at location "A" 

Sarazenin Soviets force crossing of bridge at A1-B1, surviving 
Germans fleeing in disarray 

Tannhäuser Soviet forces advancing steadily towards Zapolye from 
Monkovo, advanced elements clashing with strongpoints 
3 km to the North East of Zapolye 

Tristan Soviet armored forces in regimental strength advancing 
from the south. Retreat all recce patrols from south and 
set them up in square B7 

 
 


